




sgc    mlo-formation.obj    22 Jul 1997

broadcast:
"organization-present?"

received
"organization-present?"

timeout

agent
deployment

MLO
Discovery

broadcast:
"initiate-MLO with
<MLO-agent-list>"

received
"initiate-MLO"

no conflict

received
"initiate-MLO"

no conflict

received
"initiate-MLO"
with conflict

received
"organization-present?"

timeout

wait  2

wait  1

received
"initiate-MLO"
with conflict

Enter
Organization

received
response from
organization

OR

1

2



sgc    mlo-discovery.obj    22 Jul 1997

broadcast:
"has-capabilities"

received
"has-capabilities"

timeout

MLO
Formation

TLO
Formation

wait

received
"VIP location"

ask VIP
"capabilities?"

broadcast:
"who’s-there?"

decide who
controls that VIP

me
not
me



sgc    tlo-formation.obj    22 Jul 1997

determine
planner

received
"controlled- 
capabilties"

MLO
Discovery

broadcast
"dissolve MLO"

allocate agents
to tasks

timeout

create
management

structure

wait

planner broadcast:
"controlled-capabilities?"

planner
informs managers

of tasks

tell top Mgr
"begin-work"

analyze
slack resources

manager
receives

assignment

TLO
Work

tell subordinate
"begin-work"

receive
"begin-work"

wait

tell top Mgr
"slack resources"





sgc    agent-entry.obj    26 Jul 1997

agent broadcast:
"organization-present?"

agent
deployment

agent enters TLO
when told to by

top-level manager

MLO-agent

non-
MLO-agent

Mgr -> agent:
"tlo-present"

Mgr -> top Mgr:
agent name

top Mgr -> agent:
"capabilities?"

wait

nearest
MLO-agent -> agent:

"capabilities?"nearest
MLO-agent -> agent:

"capabilities?"

nearest
MLO-agent -> agent:

"MLO exists"

Follow usual
MLO formation

protocol

Follow usual
MLO Discovery

protocol

MLO discovery TLO formationMLO formation
Mgr -> agent:
"tlo-present"

Follow usual
TLO Formation

protocol

Planner takes new
agent into account
during assignment

TLO work

new
agent is part

of MLO

nearest
MLO-agent -> agent:

"capabilities?"

1

2 3

4

top Mgr -> agent:
"begin work"

top Mgr receives
agent name



sgc    agent-exit.obj    26 Jul 1997

VIP decides
to exit

review slack
resources for
replacement

VIP -> Mgr
"leaving"

reorganization

give control
to replacement

NOT
top-level
manager

tell
replacement
what to do

top-level manager

no
replacements

sgc    reorganization.obj    26 Jul 1997

MLO-agent
determines

reorganization
necessary

broadcast:
"reorganize"

continue
with
task

MLO
formation

receive
"reorganization-nack"

timeout

wait

broadcast:
"reform-MLO"






